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Abstract: We discuss the production of t�t quark-antiquark pairs in proton-proton col-

lisions via the  fusion mechanism. We include topologies in which both protons stay

intact or one or even both of them undergo dissociation. The calculations are performed

within the kT-factorisation approach, including transverse momenta of intermediate pho-

tons. Photon uxes associated with inelastic (dissociative) processes are calculated based

on modern parameterisations of proton structure functions. We �nd an integrated cross sec-

tion of about 2.36 fb at
p
s = 13 TeV for all contributions (without requirement of rapidity

gap). The cross section for the fully elastic process is the smallest. Inelastic contributions

are signi�cantly reduced when a veto on outgoing jets is imposed. We present several di�er-

ential distributions in rapidity and transverse momenta of single t or �t quarks/antiquarks

as well as distributions in invariant mass of both the t�t and masses of dissociated systems.

A few two-dimensional distributions are presented in addition.
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5 Conclusions

In the present paper we have presented cross sections for production of t�t pairs via  �  �

fusion. Such processes can be separated out by imposing rapidity gaps in the central

detector. Our calculations include transverse momenta of the intermediate photons. The

ux of photons produced with proton dissociation has been expressed in terms of proton

structure functions. For our study we have used a hybrid parameterisation of proton

structure functions, using similar input as the recent LUXqed parameterisation [15].

The cross section summed over the di�erent categories of processes is about 2.36 fb

(full phase space), i.e. rather small compared to the standard inclusive t�t cross section (of

the order of nb). We have shown that the ordering (3.1) holds for the whole phase space

without extra experimental conditions on the top quarks decay products reconstruction

e�ciencies and central system gap survival factor. As discussed recently in ref. [20] for the

W+W � �nal state, the remnant fragmentation leads to a taming of the cross section when

the rapidity gap requirement is imposed. Also here such a condition reverses the hierarchy

observed for the case when such condition is taken into account.

One may argue that a di�ractive QCD contribution leads to the same rapidity-gap

topology as -fusion. We have checked, that using the formalism of [21, 22], the cross

section for a QCD di�ractive contribution to the t�t production is about 2-3 orders of

magnitude smaller than the one corresponding to the photon-photon fusion and does need

to be included in the �nal estimate. This is very di�erent than for \exclusive" c�c [21]

or b�b [22] production. We have presented several di�erential distributions in rapidity and

transverse momentum of the t or �t as well as invariant mass of the t�t system or in the mass

of the dissociated proton system. We have shown also some correlation distributions, some

of them two-dimensional ones.

Our results imply that for the production of such heavy objects as t quark and
�t antiquark the virtuality of the photons attached to the dissociative system are very

large (Q2 < 104 GeV2). A similar e�ect was discussed in detail already for the W+W �

system [11].

We have presented the best estimate of the cross section(s) and di�erential distributions

for the inclusive case (no requirement on rapidity gap) as well as including extra condition

on the jet rapidity. Applying a veto on charged particles or outgoing jet in a certain

rapidity region (as done here) lowers the cross section signi�cantly. As the gluon-gluon

fusion cross section is so large, rapidity gap uctuations in the hadronisation can be a

serious background. The gap must then be chosen to minimise the unwanted contributions

from gluon-gluon and quark-antiquark subprocesses not loosing too much of the signal

( ! t�t contribution). Evaluating such an e�ect will be necessary to demonstrate whether

the Standard Model  ! t�t contribution can be \observed" at the LHC.
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